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An introduction
(The importance of Media now a days)

❖ Weapons
❖ Money
❖ Media

(Dies for it)
Why Internet?

(Easy to use)
(Hidden)
(Cheap)
(Wide spread)
(Difficult to trace)
(So effective)
(Huge information)
Media for what?

- Stir public opinion.
- draw attention
- Obtain international legitimacy
- Reaction.
- two types of explosions.
- Competition.
Stages of transformation

Does it affect?

- Homegrown Terrorists.
  - Normal -> sympathy -> member -> carrying out more -> leading
  - suicide
Their Media Strategy

- Losing does not mean dying.
- Give the chance to every one to participate.
- Publish and spread every positive opinion.
- Be open and speak to every one.
- Use any possible tools to publish your ideas.
Reasons for issuing media material

- To benefit from a certain situation. (Arab Spring, donations, attacking Muslims anywhere, Shiite sect)
- Discredit and deny the news and official statements.
- Adoption of terrorist operations.
- Exchanging Public messages among themselves.
- Publishing for the release of their prisoners.
- Identify the new leaders and provide them with Allegiance
analyzing media discourse

- Talking so much to women and children.
- The abundance and diversity of information. (weapons, technology, religious information, variety of field operations).
- A very high cultural sense in their speeches.
- Dissemination of information for the purpose of deception.
- Publish some of what is said about them and take advantage of it to boost morale.
- Diversity and the large number of enemies and emergence of more of them.
Mechanisms to fight them

- Strict official action to prevent their spread in the media.
- Better understanding.
- Penetrate their media.
- Ongoing awareness.
- Dialoguing and seek to persuade them.
- Taking their threats seriously.
- Increasing people for (monitoring, dialogue, publishing)